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DATE  LOCATION             EVENT         POC   TYPE 

6-7 Aug 16  Lisle, IL                     Asia Festival                        Andrew Freund  Demonstration  

13 Aug 16  Delta, UT                   Millard County Fair            Andrew Freund  Demonstration  

10-11 Sep 16  San Francisco, CA     Sumo Exhibition                 Andrew Freund  Demonstration            

17 Sep 16 Duluth, GA                Georgia Open XII               Packy Bannevans  Tournament  

17 Sep 16 New York, NY           Nomiya Demo         Andrew Freund  Demonstration   

02 Oct 16  Des Moines, IA          Titan Games        Bill Gossett  Tournament 

20-23 Oct 16  San Antonio, TX        Texas Classic & Clinic        Tom Zabel  Tourny / Clinic  

21 Jan 17  Pittsburgh, PA            Sumo Demo          Andrew Freund  Demonstration         

20 May 17 San Antonio, TX        U.S. Nationals                     Tom Zabel  Tournament  

16-18 Jun 17  Long Beach, CA         U.S. Sumo Open                 Andrew Freund  Tournament   

                  

International  Events 
DATE                      LOCATION               EVENT                                 QUALIFYING  EVENT 
TBD, 2017  ??             TBD                                   World Combat Games                      2016 U.S. Nationals / North Americans 

3 – 13 Aug 2017             Wroclaw, Poland               World Games                                    2016 U.S. Nationals / North Americans   
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 2017 US Nationals 

 Support Your Local Sumo Events 



TSUKI (THRUST) TRAINING 

In this section we will discuss basic fundamental movements, positions, and postures.   

These are key to your sumo training and ability to perform well during your matches.     

SUMO  ESSENTIALS By Tom Zabel 

A thrust (tsuki) is the technique in which a rikishi makes his opponent loose balance and is driven back out of the dohyo or down.  

The rikishi attacks his opponent’s chest or shoulder with his palms, without grappling. This technique is best at the tachiai or 

during the match when there is separation between the two wrestlers.  The key to a successful tsuppari (thrust to the chest) is the 

quick rotation of the arms to the chest along with a step forward with the same leg/foot (i.e. right arm with right foot and left arm 

with left foot).  Many rikishi do not follow-up with the legs, hence their tsuppari is not as effective.      

FIG.  2  
Keep your jaw tucked into your 

chest, trying to keep the position of 

chugoshi.  Look at your opponent 

with an upward glance.   

FIG.  1               
Charge from the shikiri/tachiai 

position.  Thrust up on opponent’s 

chest or shoulders.  Use quick 

rotation of both arms.                                                                                        

FIG.  3  
Speed up the rotation of your arms.  

Advance/ slide your feet with 

suriashi.  Coordinate the movement 

of your arms and feet together.   

FIG.  4   
When your force your opponent to 

the edge of the dohyo, continue 

rotation of the arms until he has 

stepped out of the dohyo.  Maintain 

chugoshi, be careful not to step out 

before your opponent.   

Figure 1 Figure 2 

Figure 3 Figure 4 

FIG.  5   
Use the little finger side of your palm, this is considered a power 

point.  Do not use your fingers to thrust.   

NOTE:   

You must keep your hands and forearms within your own shoulder width, basically a forward thrusting motion.  Anything outside 

of shoulder width could be considered an illegal round-house hit.  You may thrust to the chest or shoulders and move up to the 

neck (nodowa).  You may not strike or hit the temple or side of the head.  You cannot make a strike to the neck or choke your 

opponent by squeezing the neck. 

 

Nodowa (thrust to the neck) or a hand to the face is a contentious technique and is seen more prevalently in international 

competition.  With nodowa, there is a fine line between what good sportsmanship and bad sportsmanship is, and it can be difficult 

for a gyoji to determine the neck/face thrust to be accidental or on purpose, legal or illegal in the split seconds during a match.      

Figure 5 



Because of the size differential of wrestlers competing as amateurs (light- , middle-, 

heavy-weight) versus professional (no weight divisions) there are some techniques 

used more often in the amateur arena than on the professional side.   In this section 

we will highlight various techniques.   

KIMARITE   
KORNER 

決 
ま 
り 
手 

By Tom Zabel                                                                             The three different thrusting techniques are Tsukidashi (thrust out), Tsukitaoshi  

                                                                            (thrust down backward), and Tsukiotoshi (thrust down forward).  Tsuki (thrusting)  

                                                                             is one of the basic techniques in sumo, like yori (force out) and oshi (push out).    TSUKIDASHI / TSUKITAOSHI 

Thrust Out / Thrust Down Backward 

 
“Tsuki” is “thrust”, “dashi”  is “out”, “taoshi” is to “knock down” and when used in sumo “to fall forward”.  As you can see 

by the translation, the only difference between the two is that in tsukidashi, you force your opponent out of the dohyo.  In 

tsukitaoshi, you force your opponent to fall backwards (either in or out of the dohyo).  The attacker drives his opponent 

backward with sustained tsuppari or rhythmical thrusting motion.  Unlike oshidahi (push out), the attacker does not maintain hand 

contact at all times.   

FIG.  2  
Thrust at your opponent’s chest from the inside with the 

palm of your hand, not your fingers.   

FIG.  1               
The key to this technique is to maintain a continuous, quick 

rotation of thrusts from both hands.  It is important to pull 

back on your thrusting arm quickly and slide/step forward 

from the same side as your thrusting arm.                                                                

FIG.  3.a.  Tsukidashi  
Drive your opponent out of the dohyo, using your full body 

weight behind powerful arm thrusts, in an upward motion.   

FIG.  3.b.  Tsukitaoshi   
When your opponent loses balance and falls over backward 

inside or outside the dohyo, the technique is tsukitaoshi.  

Figure 1 Figure 2 

Figure 3.a.  Tsukidashi Figure 3.b.  Tsukitaoshi 

TSUKIOTOSHI 

Thrust Down Forward 

 
“Tsuki” is “thrust”, “otoshi”  is “kneel” or in sumo terms “fall forward”.  The attacker drives his opponent down after placing 

his hand on his opponent’s shoulder/shoulder blade.  This is often done as a last-ditch effort at the edge (towara).   

Figure 4 Figure 5 Figure 6 

During a heated pushing exchange, 

this technique is best used when 

your opponent launches his 

counterattack.  When he starts to 

push, place your outside hand on 

his shoulder/shoulder blade.   

Pivot one foot backward to avoid 

his pushing and slap/thrust your 

opponent downward.  Be aware of 

your footwork when you are at the 

edge (towara). 

Usually done when driven to the 

edge (towara).  When executed 

successfully, your opponent falls 

down on both hands.  Skillful 

footwork is essential.   



by Jim “Yukikaze” Lowerre 

HARUMAFUJI  PREVAILS  IN  NAGOYA  FOR  YUSHO  #8 
 INJURED HAKUHO TUMBLES:  KISENOSATO PROMOTION BID FALLS SHORT 

     There were some serious agendas in play when the Nihon Sumo Kyokai headed to the Aichi Prefectural Taiikukan for their 

annual summer clambake.  Ozeki #2-East KISENOSATO would be trying to back up his 13-2 Natsu effort with a yusho or 

equivalent in his quest for yokozuna promotion.  Ozeki #1-West TERUNOFUJI was looking to erase the kadoban he’d incurred at 

the Kokugikan two months previous.  In the same tournament, yokozuna #1-East HAKUHO became the first rikishi in the history 

of the sport to win 900 Makunouchi bouts:  he was now looking ahead into uncharted territory.  And it could be figured that 

everyone else wanted to do their best and come away with at least eight victories and a chance to move up. 

  

     In the opening action, yokozuna #2-East HARUMAFUJI overcame  

a kinboshi loss to maegashira #2-East OKINOUMI to take the initial  

lead at day 8 with seven wins.  A second kinboshi loss – this time to  

maegashira #5-West YOSHIKAZE – may have appeared to open the  

door.  But the smallest of the current grand champions slammed that  

door shut in the faces of his pursuers, closing out the festivities with six  

straight wins to finish out with a 13-2 mark and his eighth top-division  

yusho.  There was some talk going around that HAKUHO was nursing  

a foot injury:  a kinboshi loss to #2-West TAKARAFUJI on day 5 and  

one to #4-West IKIOI seemed to bear those rumors out.  He only batted  

.500 in the remaining six days and ended his Nagoya experience with an  

uncharacteristically-mediocre 10-5 effort.  Yokozuna-West KAKURYU  

opened with two wins, was injured in a kinboshi loss to #1-West  

TOCHIOZAN, and withdrew the next day. 

  

     KISENOSATO had gone 13-2 in each of his previous two basho, but  

the Yokozuna Deliberation Council was playing it tight by the rules:  a  

yusho was going to be required for him to get his own tsuna and gohei.   

He went in with determination, and won his first four matches before  

being bested by TOCHIOZAN.  He won four more; but was then taken  

down by #4-East SHOHOZAN on day 10.  KISE now had to win all his  

remaining matches to have a chance.  But when HARUMA defeated him on day 13, it was essentially over:  beating HAKUHO 

the next day did not help.  KISE finished at 12-3, and the YDC announced he would not be promoted at this time.  TERUNOFUJI 

had been thoroughly embarrassed in May, and he had work to do to erase the kadoban stain.  He won his first four; but then lost 

five of his next six to stand even on day 10.  He was 7-7 going into senshuraku and a battle with sekiwake-East KAISEI:  in a 

spirited fight, TERU dropped the big Brazilian to get his kachikoshi and keep his Kokugikan parking place.  #1-East GOEIDO just 

didn’t have all his cylinders in sync:  after winning five of his first seven, he lost six of his last eight to place himself in kadoban’s 

shadow.  #2-East KOTOSHOGIKU will join him there after losing five of his first six and pulling out on day 7. 

  

Top performer in the lower sanyaku was komusubi-West TAKAYAKU, who downed three ozeki on his way to an 11-4 effort and 

the Gino-Sho (Technique Prize).  Sekiwake-East KAISEI went 7-8, sekiwake-West TOCHINOSHIN finished at 6-9, and 

komusubi-East KOTOYUKI was “snowed under” with a 2-13. 

  

#10-East TAKANOIWA rang up a 12-3 mark to lead the maegashira contingent.  He shared the Kanto-sho (Fighting Spirit Prize) 

with #2-West TAKARAFUJI, who went 10-5.  YOSHIKAZE’s kinboshi win, and his 10-5 record, gained him the Shukun-Sho 

(Outstanding Performance Prize).  Other honorable hiramaku mentions: 

  

#5-East SHODAI (9-6)    #7-East ICHINOJO (9-6) 

#8-East CHIYOOTORI (9-6)    #12-East TAMAWASHI (9-6) 

#16-East ARAWASHI (9-6)    #14-West NISHIKIGI (9-6)  

 

In the Juryo Division, #11-West AMAKAZE won the title by finishing at 13-2.  

  

Yokozuna Harumafuji defeats Yokozuna Hakuho  

on Day 15 to win tournament – Japan Times 



By Tom Zabel 
Jenelle Hamilton 

     Jenelle is from Santa Clarita, CA who loves raising her beautiful daughter, Marie.  They both enjoy 

camping, traveling, going to museums, and community events.  Jenelle is working on her Master’s of Public 

Administration and is looking forward to life settling down a bit so she can start using her long board 

surfboard, archery gear, skateboard, racquetball gear, and of course doing sumo.   

 

     She started in sumo when a co-worker, Troy Collins, asked  

her to compete at the US National Sumo Championships on  

Venice Beach in 2009 in hopes of getting more women into  

sumo.  She went for it, placed 2nd in the Open Division and  

was instantly hooked.  (Isn’t that the way it is – those that try  

it and like it are all in.)  In the four US Nationals that Jenelle  

has participated in she is a 6-time medalist – taking gold three  

times, silver twice, and the bronze once.  She also represented  

the United States on Team USA at the 2010 Combat Games in  

Beijing, the 2013 Combat Games in Russia, the 2014 World  

Championships in Taiwan, and the 2015 World Championships  

in Japan.  She also formed the USA Women’s Sumo Club last  

year, still trying to increase female participation in the sport.   

 

                                                     When asked about her most memorable moments in sumo she said, “Some  

                                                of my most memorable moments are actually outside the ring.  The national  

                                                and international sumo community is full of very nice and interesting  

                                                people.  It’s hard not to enjoy traveling and spending time together exploring  

                                                various parts of the world & the many cultures that sumo integrates us into.  

                                                   My most memorable experience in the ring however, would most likely be  

                                                my open match at the 2010 Beijing SportsAccord Combat Games.  I was  

                                                paired against middle weight Japanese, Miki.  Everyone told me how fast she  

                                                was and to just jump to the side and attempt to hit her from there to get her  

                                                off balance.  Sounded like an easy plan until the command to start was  

                                                given.  The next thing I knew I was completely off the clay and on the mat  

                                                below on my back.   I don’t  

                                                think I even had time to move  

                                                a centimeter.”      

 

                                                        Jenelle still has a couple  

                                                   more competitive years – she  

won’t make any real decisions on that until she sees how her  

body holds up.  Jenelle stated that she doesn’t have any one  

mentor, “but I am lucky to have many people support me in  

this sport both nationally and internationally.  I look up to  

them, as they are far more knowledgeable than I, and always  

appreciate the time they take to train with me and teach me  

something new.”   

Jenelle at sumo practice 

Photo courtesy of the internet 

At the 2015 World Sumo Championships in Japan.   

Photo courtesy of  Mark Buckton 

Against Russia at the 2015 World Sumo Championships in Japan.   

Photo courtesy of  Mark Buckton 



THE  JUDGES  (SHINPAN)  Part 3 
By Tom Zabel 

POSITIONING 

  

Whenever possible, there should be five judges (shinpan) that assist the gyoji for a sumo competition.  The judges should enter and 

exit the dohyo-damari (ringside waiting area) as a group.  While standing in front of their seats, the judges make a bow at the 

command of the gyoji.  This is the positioning of the judges and gyoji: 

CHALLENGES 

 

When there is a disagreement, the shinpan must immediately raise his right hand before the gyoji has given the kachi-nanori 

(formal announcement).  Once the gyoji makes the final announcement, the decision is final and no objections may be raised.   

 

The rikishi exit the dohyo and wait for the shinpan committee to determine the outcome.   

 

The shinpan meet in the center of the dohyo with the gyoji to discuss the verdict in a conference (mono-ii).  The chief judge 

(shinpan cho) presides over the mono-ii. 

 

The judge who raised his hand should state the reason he challenges the initial decision  

of the gyoji.  The gyoji should then explain what he saw and the reason for his decision.   

The next step is for all the judges to discuss and make a ruling.  The final decision is  

based on a majority vote and is announced by the chief judge.   

 

Upon returning to their seats, the chief judge can concur with the gyoji’s verdict  

(gunbai dori), declare a complete reversal of the decision (sachichigai), or call for a  

rematch.   

 

If the mono-ii agrees with the initial decision made by the gyoji, the initial winning  

rikishi steps into the dohyo and performs sonkyo to accept the decision.  

 

If the mono-ii reverses the gyoji’s initial decision, the new winning rikishi steps into the dohyo and performs sonkyo to accept the 

decision.   

 

If a decision cannot be made, the match will be replayed (tori-naoshi).  Both rikishi step back into the dohyo and start the pre-

match ritual.   

  Chief Judge 

          X 

Ringside Judge  X X  Ringside Judge 

      X                  X 
                 Ringside Judges  

WEST EAST 

South  or  Back 

North  or  Front 

DUTIES 

  

The referee (gyoji) oversees the action in the 

dohyo, signals the start of the bouts, keeps the 

action going, watches for unauthorized actions or 

techniques, and declares the winner.   

 

 

 

The judges (shinpan)  monitor the tachiai 

carefully and stop the match if either rikishi does 

not start properly.  In addition, any one of the 

judges may challenge a decision made by the 

gyoji. 

http://images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=A2KJkP6bamRRgzkAiCeJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBlMTQ4cGxyBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1n?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?_adv_prop=image&va=sumo+mono+ii&fr=goodsearch-yhsif&tab=organic&ri=11&w=530&h=432&imgurl=www.chocolate-fish.net/albums/Japan/Sumo/Nagoya-Sumo-Tournament-3287.jpg&rurl=http://www.chocolate-fish.net/img_-8596&size=133.2+KB&name=...+<b>mono</b>-<b>ii+</b>at+the+Nagoya+<b>Sumo+</b>Tournament+-+Travel+&+Artistic+Photography&p=sumo+mono+ii&oid=290a02dacad63143226baf4a5f4af1db&fr2=&fr=goodsearch-yhsif&tt=...+<b>mono</b>-<b>ii+</b>at+the+Nagoya+<b>Sumo+</b>Tournament+-+Travel+&+Artistic+Photography&b=0&ni=21&no=11&ts=&tab=organic&sigr=11780lm6q&sigb=13fb0ijre&sigi=1282me93p&.crumb=c6y/Mx/UfZb&fr=goodsearch-yhsif


The Mongolians did a fantastic job hosting the event.  They had guides and interpreters for every national 

delegation at almost every turn.  The country was beautiful and the nation is rich in tradition and culture.  

The venue looked sold out and the fans were very energetic and enthusiastic during the matches.  All of our 

athletes performed at a very high level considering how strong the competition was.   

 

                                                                                              Roy Simms was awesome and brought back a  

                                                                                          bronze medal in the open division.  I believe that  

                                                                                          Kena Heffernan gave Roy some great technique tips  

                                                                                          prior to his match with the Ukranian, which aided  

                                                                                          Roy in defeating his opponent.  That shows great  

                                                                                          team comradery that the athletes share their  

                                                                                          knowledge and experiences with each other.     

  

                                                                                              Although all of the matches were tough  

                                                                                          competition for our athletes, I believe Trent Sabo  

                                                                                          had some of the toughest and most talented  

                                                                                          competition of the day.   

 

 

    I made some great new friends and strengthened some  

current relationships. I really enjoyed my martial arts  

conversations with our heavy weight Mark Lawrence and  

my black market shopping experience with Roy Simms.   

Some of the great new friends I was lucky to meet were  

Chutima-san from the IFS headquarters, Katrina Watts and  

John Traill from Australia, Egyptian head coach, Russian  

light-weight, Sonya (our lone female competitor) and Miguel  

del Gallegos, Sonya's knowledge and love for animals is  

astounding,  and Jasmine Kinney, who makes Trent one of  

the luckiest men in the world.  Looking Forward to the  

World Games in Poland July, 2017. 

2016  WORLD  SUMO  CHAMPIONSHIPS 
By  Bill Gossett 

Roy on the podium for his BRONZE medal! 

Photo courtesy of  Bill Gossett 

Bill's thoughts on Sumo World Championships 

The U.S. delegation enjoying the Mongolian hospitality. 

Photo courtesy of  Bill Gossett 

Matt Davis officiating at the World Championships.  

Photo courtesy of  Bill Gossett 

Kena Heffernan vs Georgia during the Team competition. 

Photo courtesy of  Bill Gossett 



                                                  Buyant Ukhaa Sport Palace                             30/31 July 2016 

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 
            

  Lightweight Trent Sabo   17/tied 9th   

1 Batyr Altyev Russia Lost Yorikiri placed 1st 

2 Badral Baasandorj Mongolia Lost Yorikiri placed 3rd 

            

  Lightweight Sonya Del Gallego   12 / tied 9th   

1 Fruzsina Forgo Hungary Lost Hikiotoshi placed 3rd 

            

  Middleweight Kena Heffernan   18 / tied 8th   

1 Usukhbayer Ochirkhuu Mongolia Lost Yorikiri   

2 Bye         

3 Singh Jaskanwar India Lost Hikiotoshi   

            

  Heavyweight Mark Lawrence   18 / tied 11th   

1 Marcin Luto Poland Lost Oshitaoshi   

            

  Open-weight Roy Sims   17 / Bronze   

1 Pathak Ajay India Won unearned   

2 Turbold Baasansuren Mongolia Lost Yorikiri placed 1st 

3 Gergo Tatar Hungary Won Okuridashi   

4 Oleksandr Veresiuk Ukraine Won Hatakikomi   

5 Meelis Hoovelson Estonia Won Yorikiri   

            

  Team USA     14 / tied 7th   

  Bye         

  Bye         

Kena Avtandil Tsertsvadze Georgia Lost Oshidashi   

Roy Giorgi Meshvildishvili Georgia Lost Okuridashi 3rd in middleweight 

Mark Giorgi Kvirtchishvili Georgia Lost Oshidashi   

  Bye         

Kena Chakrit Chidsin Thailand Lost Yoritaoshi   

Roy Panuwat Nimmueang Thailand Won Hikiotoshi   

Trent Jakkrapong Chaorungnetee Thailand Won Oshidashi   

            

Kena 

Hossam Fathi Omar 

Misbah Egypt Lost Hatakikomi Egypt  

Roy Moaataz Ibrahim Egypt Lost Hikiotoshi tied 5th 

Trent 
Kamal Mohammad Sayed 

Basira Egypt Lost Yorikiri   

These are the individual and team results from the World Sumo Championships 



SUPPORT  YOUR  LOCAL   

SUMO  EVENTS 

     Those of you that are planning sumo events in your local 

area, please try to get your sanction applications in ASAP.  We 

get calls and e-mails regularly asking where and when the next 

sumo events are being held.  It also helps the athletes to plan 

their year and which events they can attend.  Look on the USSF 

webpage and in this Newsletter for dates, locations, and POCs. 

     When we say “local” events, we are really saying “state”, 

“regional”, and “national” events.  I understand and realize that 

you cannot attend every event but if you can support the ones 

that are closest to you that helps to build interest in that area.  

Normally we have tournaments in these states each year:  

California, Idaho, Missouri, Texas, Georgia, and Tennessee.  

     The USSF has a few newer sumo clubs that will hopefully 

be hosting some local tournaments in Connecticut, 

Massachusetts, and Florida in the near future.  USSF Policy 

Letter 03, Event Hosting Checklist can assist you in planning 

your tournament, demo, etc…   

     A couple of the upcoming tournaments are on Oct 2nd in Des 

Moines, IA and on 22 Oct in San Antonio, TX.        

 Medal Results  

from  

World Sumo Championships 

  Light  Men   17 athletes 

1 Batyr Altyev Russia Gold 

2 Fathy Mohamed Mail Abon El Rokh Egypt Silver 

3 Isao Shibaoka Japan Bronze 

3 Badral Baasandorj Mongolia Bronze 

        

  Middle  Men   18 athletes 

1 Hayato Miwa Japan Gold 

2 Michal Luto Poland Silver 

3 Giorgi Meshvildishvili Georgia Bronze 

3 Atsamaz Kaziev Russia Bronze 

        

  Heavy  Men   18 athletes 

1 Vasilii Margiev Russia Gold 

2 Kojiro Kurokawa Japan Silver 

3 Serhii Sokolovskyi Ukraine Bronze 

3 Byambajav Ulambayar Mongolia Bronze 

        

  Open  Men   17 athletes 

1 Turbold Baasansuren Mongolia Gold 

2 Eduard Kudzoev Russia Silver 

3 Roy Sims USA Bronze 

3 Soichiro Kurokawa Japan Bronze 

        

  Light  Women   12 athletes 

1 Alina Boykova Ukraine Gold 

2 Miku Yamanaka Japan Silver 

3 Fruzsina Forgo Hungary Bronze 

3 Vera Koval Russia Bronze 

        

  Middle  Women   10 athletes 

1 Maryna Maksymenko Ukraine Gold 

2 Munkhtsetseg Otgon Mongolia Silver 

3 Olimpia Robakowska Poland Bronze 

3 Anna Alexandrova Russia Bronze 

        

  Heavy  Women   8 athletes 

1 Sunjidmaa Khishigdorj Mongolia Gold 

2 Mariia Drbian Ukraine Silver 

3 Olga Davidko Russia Bronze 

3 Emi Inaba Japan Bronze 

        

  Open  Women   10 athletes 

1 Anna Polinkova Russia Gold 

2 Viparat Vituteerasan Thailand Silver 

3 Ivana Berezovska Ukraine Bronze 

3 Batchimeg Baast Mongolia Bronze 

2017  U.S. NATIONALS 

     Lone Star Sumo will be hosting the U.S. National Sumo 

Championships on 20 May 2017 (weekend after Mother’s Day)  

in San Antonio, TX.   

     It will be held in conjunction with the 2nd Annual Asian-

Pacific Island Celebration (APIC) Festival.  The venue – 

Trader’s Village – has foot traffic of over 30,000 people each 

weekend so we should draw a large spectator crowd.   

     We also have a tentative, “Yes, I would love to be there”, 

from Yokozuna Akebono.    

     There is a GO FUND ME page that we would appreciate if 

you would circulate in order to make Akebono’s visit a reality 

and also to help fund our athletes in attending international 

competitions.  Link:  https://www.gofundme.com/2gke3yc or 

you can search by “2017 US National Sumo”.   

     Additional details will follow but you are always welcome to 

contact Tom Zabel at mrsumo@txun.net or call 210-478-2267. 

By Tom Zabel 

By Tom Zabel 

https://www.gofundme.com/2gke3yc
https://www.gofundme.com/2gke3yc
mailto:mrsumo@txun.net


In conjunction with the America Crown Wrestling  
Preseason Nationals  

Sumo Wrestling 
Youth, Junior’s, Senior’s 

Sunday October 2nd, 2016 
Simpson College  

Cowles Field House     Indianola, Iowa  
www.titangames.org to register 

Sumo Clinic and Tournament 

20-23 October, 2016 

San Antonio, TX 

Thu, 20 Oct, 8 pm   Sumo Clinic Session 
  Fri, 21 Oct, 9 am    Sumo Clinic Session 
                       2 pm   Sumo Clinic Session 
 Sat, 22 Oct, 9 am    Clinic – Belt Testing  
                       1 pm    Tournament 
Sun, 23 Oct, 9 am    Clinic – Belt Testing 

Opportunities to test for kyu grades and 

also get some valuable experience in a 

tournament.   

 

Make what you can, I know everyone will 

not be able to attend all the sessions.   

 

For additional details and/or assistance on 

making hotel reservations please contact: 

 Tom Zabel at  

mrsumo@txun.net  

or call 210-478-2267 
Additional details to follow 

Georgia Sumo Open XII 

 

17 September, 2016 

 

Duluth, GA 

Opportunity to test for kyu grades and 

tournament experience.   

 

For additional details please contact: 

 Pacy Bannevans at  

404-345-1055 

http://www.titangames.org/
http://www.titangames.org/
mailto:mrsumo@txun.net

